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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Introduce me and why wanted to address this topic – articles like ‘last taboo in the workplace?’



navigating employment law

Transgender/Non-binary

• There will be some people who are 
menopausal who aren’t identifying as women

• Correct terminology – menopausal people



navigating employment law

What are the legal issues?

• Health and Safety
– Your duties to risk assess
– Wellbeing

• Discrimination
• Sex
• Disability
• Age

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Our pandemic journey has reminded us big style of the employer’s H&S duties and all that entails.Eg:- If you aren’t going to sleep until 4-5 am – and have to get up at 7 – you aren’t going to be the safest to drive and make decisions.Intersectionality - jargon for it cuts across more than one kind of protected characteristic - Unlimited compensation discrimination Analysis from Rest Less, the job board for experienced workers, based on the ONS Labour Market Overview, has revealed that people aged 50-64 are 33% more likely than those in other age groups to remain in long-term unemployment (two years or more). It is also reported that one in five unemployed people are over 50, and that over-50s are more likely to be made redundant and to receive less training.



navigating employment law

What are the legal issues?

• Performance
– Attitude

• Conduct
– Lateness
– Making mistakes

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
We need to look behind some of the problems we are presented with in terms of capability and conduct and identify id an employee’s condition could be affecting their performance and behaviour – moods, irritability, forgetfulness, challenges getting in on time



THE LEGAL SIDE OF THINGS

Unfair 
dismissal

Disability

Sex

Age

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Not a standalone protected characteristic 
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Is it a disability?

• Equalities Act 2010 – definition of a disability
“a physical or mental impairment which has a 
substantial or long-term adverse effect on the 
person’s ability to carry out normal day to day 
activities”

Donnachie v Telent Technology Service Ltd 
Preliminary finding of ‘disability’: “the effect of her menopausal 
impairment on her day-to-day activities is more than minor or 
trivial”

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Given this definition what do you think?Not itself a disability in same way stress isn’t but symptoms can be amounting to impairment – case by case assessment  - safer to assume it is and behave accordingly?Donnachie v TelentTechnology Service Ltd  employer argued the symptoms suffered were typical and that not a disability – hot flushes 7-12 times a day, palpitations and anxiety, began to be fatigued and have memory and concentration difficulties. Effect on day to day activities such as carrying out household chores, walking, reading, writing, using a computer, sleeping.Preliminary finding of ‘disability’:�“the effect of her menopausal impairment on her day-to-day activities is more than minor or trivial”. Judge rule in favour of the employee.Kownacka – another case Nee had cancer – side effect of treatment – early menopauseThe other thing to remember – looks at what position would be without eg:- HRT
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Reasonable adjustment?

• Duty to make RA under Equality Act 2010

• Discussion
– Personal case by case basis
– No stereotypes or assumptions

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Often simple, easy to achieve things that make a big differenceDesk fansMore toilet breaks – plan into meetings, training sessions etcChanging facilitiesDress code Flexible workingReview tasksOH adviceSteps that an employer might consider include flexible working, later starts to manage insomnia, access to cold water and ventilation and managing symptoms such as memory loss: writing things down, emails instead of verbal instructions etc



navigating employment law

Davies v Scottish Courts and 
Tribunals Service

• Conduct dismissal – lying/issue around tablets 
in a jug

• Unfair dismissal 
• S15 Equality Act 2010 ‘discrimination arising in 

consequence of her disability’
• £19,000

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
In Davies v Scottish Courts and Tribunals Service S/4104575/2017, Ms Davies was found to have been unfairly dismissed and reinstated to her role with back pay and injury to feelings compensation. The judge found that she had been dismissed “because of something arising in consequence of her disability” (in terms of section 15 of the Equality Act 2010). She suffered from transition symptoms which included heavy bleeding (requiring her at times to work near a bathroom as she needed to change her sanitary towel every 30 minutes) as well as stress, memory loss and other symptoms. Her employer managed the requisite reasonable adjustments well. However, she could not recall if her tablets had been placed in a jug and there was a risk that two male colleagues had drunk from that jug. She was accused of lying, bringing the court into disrepute and dismissed. It was held that her employer had failed to protect her when, during the course of its investigating and in making the decision to dismiss, it did not consider that her “conduct was affected by her disability” (paragraph 141). Her memory loss and confusion were in fact caused by her disability (which was in turn the result of her transition).Another classic example s15 – Nr dismiss worker because their sickness record – the sickness record is related to the disability. 
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Merchant v BT PLC

• Performance management
• GP letter explaining M affect her 

concentration
• Line Manager failed to explore the issue/came 

to judgement based on wife’s experience
• Unfair dismissal and sex discrimination

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
In Merchant v BT Plc ET/140135/11, Ms Merchant was dismissed following a final warning for poor performance. She had previously given her manager a letter from her doctor explaining that she was “going through the menopause which can affect her level of concentration at times”. In dismissing her, the manager chose not to carry out any further medical investigations of her symptoms, in breach of BT’s performance management policy. The tribunal upheld her claims of direct sex discrimination and unfair dismissal and held that the manager would never have adopted “this bizarre and irrational approach with other non-female-related conditions”. The manager was also wrong to consider that his wife’s experience was relevant evidenceShe withdrew an age claim – unclear why



navigating employment law

Indirect sex and disability 
discrimination

• Uniform policy may place ladies at 
disadvantage
– Keeping cool
– Hiding sweat

• Standard working pattern
• Requirement to work from office

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Example – PCP you have for everyone but places the menopausal woman at a disadvantageCould be standard working pattern or need to travel into an office 



navigating employment law

Harassment on grounds 
sex/age/disability

• if she is subjected to unwanted conduct which 
violates her dignity or creates an intimidating, 
hostile, degrading, humiliating or offensive 
environment for her.

Kownacka v Textbook Teachers Ltd 
Partial finding of harassment: MD showed “lack of 
insight, sensitivity and empathy” which had the effect 
of creating “an offensive environment” 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Unsympathetic jokes, ridicule etcStop talking lady issues in the officeWhen confide early menopause – pointing out that will mean cannot conceiveRefusal to adjust temperature or uniform/dress code“Too much information”.Kownackav TextbookTeachersLtd•Partial finding of harassment:�MD showed “lack of insight, sensitivity and empathy” which had the effect of creating “an offensive environment”. Initial discussion 2 week absence for op – manager overheard her informing client poss 12 week recovery period and asked her to prove it. MD made comments like “its not like you are going to die” ‘What do you need to take that time off for?’ ‘its only the early stages of cancer’ and it was ‘no big deal’ that she’d be forced into menopause and no longer be able to have kids – she was 37. Female manager!!!!Bonmarche case – manager kept ref to Nee as dinosaur inc in front of customers and to her being menopausal – wouldn’t have made those comments to someone of diff age and sex. Succeed in harassment case £28K 2019Rooney case – wanted to see female OH physician, male only appeal panelDon’t turn a blind eye to banter
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Other issues:-
• Performance management
• Sickness management
• Conduct management

• Risk s15 Equality Act 2010 claims?

• Trust and confidence – constructive dismissal

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
If addressing performance issues may need to make adjustments for health position first/get medical adviceJust like with DDA cases generally – if reaching trigger points for short-term absence – do we need to be more flexible and adjust or indirect claims, s15 claimsBehind the scenes – is this issue causing the perf issue/absence/conduct?Breach trust and confidence if not factor the issue in?
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The prescription

• Talking about it – culture of openness, valuing 
everyone

• Treat it as a proper ‘project’
– Women make up x% of our workforce
– Impact on bottom line
– What percentage of leavers are 40-60?

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Kings College research – talking about menopause relieves symptoms – led to the menopause café – reassurance not alone. Today you are taking strides forwards – discussion in the workplace.If it’s not mentioned in our policies – we are contributing to the silenceToilet doors – get messages out CIPD posters Training line managers so educated and knowledgeable and not embarrassed when someone comes to talk to themCan’t assume every woman wants to talk or every man won’t be interestedCan we use gender neutral language to not switch off some men?Treat like any other diversity project you would focus on – not just a personal campaignWhen network rail looked at the leavers data – 37% of their leavers were in this age group .
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CIPD menopause pledge

• Recognise that the menopause can be an 
issue in the workplace and that women need 
support 

• Talk openly, positively and respectfully about 
the menopause 

• Commit to actively support and inform 
employees affected by the menopause
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Steps you can take

• Educate
• Working environment

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
We educate men and women in the workforce about menopause. This could be carried out through: training on health and wellbeing for which health and safety officers have a key part to play;initiating occupational health campaigns;training managers and discussing the topic at management meetings; andexpressly mentioning transition in diversity and equality training sessionsMenopause café movement – see link at endEmployers improve the working environment including access to fans, good ventilation, the ability to control temperature, having clean and comfortable toilet facilities near work stations with appropriate sanitary disposal bins and feminine hygiene products and also have access to female-only showers if possible.
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Flexible working
• Make it clear it can be used for this reason?
• Be aware this may be in the background when 

request received

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Canny employers like BT and Bosch are putting in place flexible working schemes which enable all employees but particularly age group who might be thinking of ratcheting down to retirement to request flexible working – thereby retain people you might otherwise lose?
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Health and Safety

• Include in risk assessments – what measures 
can we take to alleviate issues?

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Our goal with H&S is everyone in the workplace safe and wellbeing and psychological safety part of thatFansWindowsBathroomsPlanning of meetings etc – length of time
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Sickness

• Adjust policies and disciplinary approach
– Separate menopause policy?

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Duty to make reasonable adjustments for any physical or mental condition that has a long-term, substantial impact on someone’s ability to do normal day to day things – that will include things like trigger points being relaxed and not leaping to dp actionRisk s15 claims because of the menopause I am more forgetful, because of my memory problems I was overlooked for work – if can make that link employer then have to be able to obj justify their behaviour was a proportionate means of achieving a legitimate aim – legit aim could be something like equitable distribution of work but proportionality often means making RA – if not done it eg:- strategies to manage the forgetfulness – unlikely to find proportionate?
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Diversity and Inclusion

• Amend diversity and inclusion policies

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Cross reference thisRemember transgender workforce – could have men who have transitioned but biologically female – make sure language doesn’t exclude 
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Don’t

• Make assumptions
• Focus on the problem – find a solution
• Share information without consent
• Offer medical advice but signpost to sources 

of support

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Can’t just say ‘get some HRT’ and you’ll be fine – comes with its own risks, not right for everyone besides that’s likely to lead to grievance
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Menopause Policy

• What it is for
• What the menopause is
• Encouraging conversations
• Risk assessments
• Support and adjustments including EAP
• Things the employee can do to help?

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Just having a policy important: tells women if you need support please talk to us about itEg:- avoid caffeine, smoking and alcohol – affect on flushes and sweating, eat healthily,Taking regular exercisePlenty of rest
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What we asked government for

• Protected Characteristic
• Action plans
• Flexible working presumption
• Funded information campaign
• Clinical pathway and training

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Recommendations – Fawcett reportOur recommendations reflect the needs that our survey and review of literature have uncovered. Women need adequate legal protection in workplaces where a lack of support is seeing them leave jobs in their thousands. Employers need to put in place the simple steps that can support them. In an environment of stigma and taboo, women are under-informed on the menopause and not approaching their GPs, so Government needs to start a nationwide public health campaign and create a route into primary care services. HRT is not being offered in a timely manner, and diagnosis of menopause is too often slow, so work needs to be done on GP training. Women need protection that works for menopause. Menopause currently sits awkwardly within UK equality law, in the cracks between disability, sex and age protections. Government should consult on reforming equality law to protect menopausal women; either by implementing section 14 of the Equality Act 2010 on dual discrimination so women can bring cases based on age and sex, or creating a standalone menopause provision. Government should require employers to have action plans on the menopause. The Department for Business, Enterprise and Industrial Strategy, and the Government Equalities Office, should reform the law to require employers to put in place gender pay gap action plans. The guidance setting out how to create a plan should make clear that taking well-evidenced, low-cost actions to support women with menopause is key to closing the gap. Government should make flexible work the default. All jobs should be required to be advertised with any possible flexible work options, and requests should not be turned down without a good and proportionate reason, so that menopausal women can access this important accommodation to their symptoms. The Department for Health and Social Care should fund a nationwide public information campaign on the menopause. This should dispel myths that menopause is just about hot flushes, dispel the stigma, and provide women with the information that there is help available for their symptoms. The Department for Health and Social Care should develop a standardised clinical pathway for menopausal women. This could involve an invitation sent at an appropriate age for all women to discuss potential menopausal symptoms and treatment with their GP, or an appropriate nurse or pharmacist. Government should ensure GPs and relevant healthcare professionals are trained on the menopause. This should involve work with UK medical schools to ensure that menopause, which affects 51% of the population, is a mandatory part of medical training; it should also involve funding for participation in accredited post-qualification training by at least one GP or nurse in each GP surgery or primary care network, or a community pharmacist, so that women can access up to date care; and comprehensive rollout of a minimum baseline knowledge so all GPs and practitioners can refer and provide initial care. The Department for Health and Social Care should work with the Medicines and Healthcare Products Regulatory Agency (MHRA) and pharmaceutical companies to bring a testosterone replacement product, designed for women’s bodies, to the UK market as quickly and safely as possible. 81% of respondents to our survey said that Government should support all women who want it to take hormone replacement therapy – without a licensed testosterone product for women, we are some way off making that a reality. Problem with having to plead age sex and disability – scatter gun 
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Government attitude

• A national champion to produce a report 
every 6 months on progress

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The Women & Equalities Committee of the House of Commons has published its response to an independent report proposing various changes to employment law and practice to help women going through menopause.��Most of the recommendations are not being adopted by the government.  They include producing model menopause policies for employers (seemingly on the basis that lots of employers already have menopause policies. Wait, what?).  It has also declined to commission a pilot with a large national employer on ‘menopause leave’, and most significantly, declined to amend the Equality Act 2010 to introduce a new protected characteristic of menopause, or introduce a new duty to make reasonable adjustments for menopausal employees.��But it is supporting one proposal: introducing a national ‘Menopause Employment Champion’ to produce a report every six months on the progress made to support those going through the menopause.��Some might say that’s all talk and no action?
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Other sources of advice
• Centre for Ageing Better – guide to becoming 

an age-friendly employer www.ageing-
better.org.uk

• Business in the Community toolkit for 
employers www.age.bitc.org.uk

• CIPD posters and guides www.cipd.co.uk
• www.menopausecafe.net
• National Rail
• RDPI Midlife Matters info@rdp-int.com

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
NR really good training materials, faciliator notes etc if you did want to do something 

http://www.ageing-better.org.uk/
http://www.ageing-better.org.uk/
http://www.age.bitc.org.uk/
http://www.cipd.co.uk/
http://www.menopausecafe.net/
mailto:info@rdp-int.com
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• TUC guidance on the menopause 
www.tuc.org.uk/sites/default/files/TUC_menopause_0.pdf

• NHS information pages 
www.nhs.uk/Conditions/Menopause/Pages/Introduction.aspx

• British Menopause Society www.thebms.org.uk/
• Menopause Matters www.menopausematters.co.uk
• The Daisy Network www.daisynetwork.org.uk
• The Fawcett Society

https://www.fawcettsociety.org.uk/menopauseandtheworkpl
ace

http://www.daisynetwork.org.uk/
https://www.fawcettsociety.org.uk/menopauseandtheworkplace
https://www.fawcettsociety.org.uk/menopauseandtheworkplace


Contact us: adenton@refreshinglawltd.co.uk
Phone 02920 599993 or 07977 545480

www.refreshinglawltd.co.uk

mailto:adenton@refreshinglawltd.co.uk
http://www.refreshing
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